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Tritium Breeding in DT-DD Hybrid Pellet

for Inertial Confinement Fusion

Haruhiko TAKASE, Shigeo KAWATA and Keishiro NIU

Department of Energy Sciences, Tokyo Institute of Technology

Nagatsuta, Midori-ku, Yokohama 227

The phenomenology of thermonuclear burn with a secondary

reaction is investigated by using a method of numerical simu-

lation for a DT-DD hybrid pellet with a high density. The

simulation is carried out by use of a one-dimensional hydro-

dynamic Lagrangian code, showing the capability of tritium

breeding in the hybrid pellet. The breeding ratio in the

pellet is clarified to be able to exceed unity when the follow-

ing two conditions are satisfied. 1) The amount of tritium is

remarkably less than the amount of deuterium initially stored

in the pellet, so that the amount of tritium produced by DD

reactions is beyond the initial amount of tritium. 2) The

pellet has a so high temperature and a so high PR, that the a-

mount of tritium does not decrease anomalously through the

secondary DT reaction, because the rate of DT reactions de-

creases as the temperature increases above 70 keV.

sl. Introduction

The investigation for controlled thermonuclear fusion has

the following two original purposes: 1) The release of human

beings from the limit of energy resources. 2) The reduction of

radioactive materials, in comparison with the usage of fissile
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fuels. At the present stage, however, the investigation for

fusion is mainly oriented to the DT reaction. From the point

of view mentioned above, the DT reaction can not be the final

goal. In the future, the mankind wants to make use of fusion

reactions such as DD or more advanced one. In order to extract

the energy from DD reactions, for example, it is required to

cultivate far advanced technologies than those for DT re-

actions. To reduce the endeavours of mankind for developing

such high technologies for advanced fusions, proposals of

employing a DT-DD hybrid pellet were given. ' The hybrid

pellet consists of two layers of inner DT and c -tar DD. Alpha

particles and neutrons released from the inner layer due to DT

reactions heat the DD fuel and induce DD reactions in the outer

layer. This kind of DT-DD hybrid pellet has the following

several advantages for inertial confinement fusion: 1) In

addition to the technology for the pure DT reaction, much

further technological development will not be required to

realize the DT-DD hybrid reaction. 2) The inventory of tritium

in the fusion reactor reduces by using a hybrid pellet. 3) The

tritium can be bred in the pellet- 4) When the same amount of

fusion energy from the hybrid pellet as that from a pure DT

pellet is extracted, the decrease in the number of high energy

(14.1MeV) neutrons due to DT reactions will reduce the damage

of reactor wall. 5) The secondary reactions in the DD fuel

increase the fusion energy released from a pellet.

The history of studying DT-DD hybrid pellet begins with

Miley, Choi and Lee, and Kawata, Takase and Niu, who

presented the simple estimation about the fusion output energy

from the hybrid pellet. In the preceeding paper, the same
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authors as those for this paper carried out numerical simula-

tions which gave the critical value of pR for the DT-DD hybrid

pellet and estimate the fuel gain. ~n the estimation of the

fuel gain, however, the secondary reactions of the products by

DD reactions were not included exactly.

According to Fig. 3 in ref.2 for pR=30gcm , Q (the

total fuel gain including catalyzed DD reactions) is 500, while

Q (the total fuel gain without secondary reactions) is 300.

These show the importance of secondary reactions in the DT-DD

hybrid pellet with pR>30gcm . Therefore it is required to

extend the further study with respect to the DT-DD hybrid

pellet. It is expected that the tritium is bred by DD

reactions and the secondary reactions in the DD fuel play the

important part to increase the fuel gain. In section 2 in this

paper, the formulation of the phenomena appearing in the hybrid

pellet is described. In section 3, the simulation results are

shown. Section 4 is devoted to discussions.

52. Simulation Code and Initial Conditions

Only the thermonuclear bum after the implosion of the

fuel in the pellet is treated in this paper. The phenomenology

of thermonuclear burn with secondary DT reactions in a DT-DD

hybrid pellet is analyzed by use of a simulation code. The

simulation code for the hybrid pellet is a spherically

symmetric one-dimensional Lagrangian hydrodynamic one. The

plasma in the pellet is treated as one fluid with two

temperatures (for ions and electrons). The governing equations

are the equation of continuity, the equation of motion for

plasma, the energy equations (for ions and electrons), the
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diffusion equations (for a, H, He , T and neutrons produced

by DT and DD reactions) and the thermonuclear reaction

equations. The classical and ideal equation of state is

employed. The Brcmsstrahlung energy loss is also included,

althouqh the radiation transport is neglected. Particles

released by DT and DD reactions are respectively treated as

fluids with appropriate diffusion processes. The energy

released by DT and DD reactions including secondary DT

reactions is calculated through the' thermonuclear reaction

equations. Classical theories are applied to obtain all the

transport coefficients employed here.

The similar kind of simulation to that in ref.4 was

carried out and the accuracy of the code was checked ascertain-

ing that the result was in good agreement with the results

shown in Fig.6 in ref.4, though the radiation transport and the

degeneracy of fuel are not included in our calculations.

Figure 1 shows the initial state of fuel just after the

implosion employed here to simulate reactions occuring in the

DT-DD hybrid pellet. The temperature T _ of the DT fuel

located at the central part of pellet is assumed to be 4keV,

while the temperature T _ of the DD fuel in the outer layer to

be O.lkeV. The number densities N of both the DT and DD fuels

are chosen to be equal with each other. The outer radius R

= 0.017cm of the hybrid pellet is fixed for all the cases in

order that the confiment times are equal with each other. The

tritium rate f,_ which is defined by the ratio of the total

particle number of DT fuel to the total particle number of DT

and DD fuels is changed to examine the breeding ratios of

tritium in the pellet.
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13. Numerical Results

In order to study the conditions to breed tritium in the

DT-DD hybrid pellet, simulations are performed for various

number densities N and various tritium rate f_. The parameters

as typical examples characterized by the initial conditions of

the pellet are:

Case 1; N=4.5xl026cm"3(=10000Ns),

jfT=l/10, 1/16, 1/20, 1/30.

Case 2; N=2.3xl026cm~3(=5000Ns),

Here N shows the solid density of DT fuel. These values of N

are chosen by taking the results in ref.2 into consiredation.

In addition to fT, the breeding factor B is defined by the

ratio of the tritium-particle number at t>0 to the initial

tritium-particle number. That is, the inequality B > 1 in the

final state means that the tritium breeding in the DT-DD hybrid

pellet is assured and hence no other facility such as T-blanket

is necessary.

Figure 2 shows the time sequence of the number density N

and the ion temperature T. in the fuel versus the radius R for

the case of N=4.5xlO cm" and f =1/10. Vertical lines show

the boundary between the DT and DD. At first, DT reactions

occur in the hot spot at the central part of the DT fuel. At

the same time, the outer DD fuel is compressed partly by the

expanding inner DT.

The ion temperature at the central region increases beyond

500keV at t=4.3psec. Almost all energy released by DT

reactions is absorbed in the target since the mean free pathes

of alpha-paticles and neutrons are shorter than the target
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radius for the case of N=4.5xlO cm . The thermonuclear

reaction wave propagates outward and finally reactions are

completely quenched at t=76.7psec by disassembling the pellet.

Figure 3 shows tritium breeding factor B versus the time

t for the case of N=4.5xlO cm and f =1/10. During the

period between t=0.0psec and t=5.0psec, the amount of tritium

decreases since T in the fuel reacts with D as an ignitor of

the pellet. During the period between t=5.0psec and t=18.0-

psec, the amout of tritium increases and B reaches the maximum

value 1.3 by DD reaction. After 18.0psec, the particle number

of tritium in the pellet decreases again and the final value of

B arrives at 0.96. Since this value of B is nearly equal to

1.0, the DT-DD hybrid pellet is considered to have a capability

of tritium breeding.

In Fig.4, the tritium breeding factor B is plotted

against the inverse of fT for two cases of N=4.5xlO cm and

N=2.3xlO cm . It is clear from the figure that the breeding

factor B is proportional to the inverse of fT in the region

between fT~
1=10 and fT

-1=30. In the case of N=4.5xl026cm~3, it

is pointed out that the tritium breeding is possible when fT

is more than 10.

Numerical results are summarized in Table 1. In the

Table, IQ, EQT, ED[), E D T o, ?ro and Tf are respectively the

initial internal energy, the total energy released by DT

reactions including secondary DT reactions, the total energy

released by DD reactions, the total energy released when the

tritiums initially stored in the pellet are all burnt out, the

initial mass of the tritium and the final mass of the tritium

in the pellet. The fact that E
D T

> E D T O c a n b e c l e a r l v under-
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stood from the Table 1. In other words, the secondary reaction

plays an important role on extracting the fusion output energy

frdm a hybrid pellet.

$4. Discussions

At a glance, it looks that there is no possibility to

breed tritium in the DT-DD hybrid pellet, since DT reactions

occur more rapidly in comparison with DD reactions. On the

contrary, simulations show that the considerable amount of

tritium is involved in the fuel at the final stage of fuel

burning in the pellet for the case of N=4.5xlO cm" and f ~

>10. (The amount of unburnt tritium remains unclear for f_

>30).

In order to estimate B , let us consider the following

equation for N T,

— = -NDNT<ov>DT+-T<av>DD, (1)

where the convection term is ignored for simplifying cal-

culations. Consideration is limitted now only in DD region,

where for simplicity < 0 V >
D T

 a n d < a v >DD a r e r e P l a c e d b v t n e Itlean

reaction rates <£V>DT and <£V>D , respectively. These rates

are averaged with respect to time and space. In this region,

N is approximately equal to the total fuel number density N

(=constant) because N D>N T > This eq.(l) reduces to

3NT N 2

which is integrated with the initial condition N = 0 at t=0 in

the DD region to derive
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N<oV>
NT = T^^[ l-exp(-N<^v>DTt) 1 . (3)

Integrating eq.{3) over the whole volume V and estimating t to

be the confinement time R/C lead to

, T N V < O Y . > D D r

j ' V V = =; = 4^v7^f [l-exp(-N<£v>DTR/Cs,],

where C shows the sound velocity and m_, and m_ are the masses

of tritium and deuterium, respectively. Since B is the ratio

of T to T , the following relat ion i s obtained,

T mmNV <ov>
Br= fFo " T r o 4<,v>DT f1"**?' "mDNR <^>DT/CsnlD) J

^ ^ [l-exP(-pR<£v>DT/CsmD)),

where m_NV/T is equal to fT . Let the amount of unburnt

tritium in DT region denote by B, then B is given by

1 <oy>
Br= f T ^ (l-exp(-pR<av>DT/CsmD)] + B (4)

Equation (4) indicates that B -B is in proportion to f_, . To

realize B >1, the following two conditions must be satisfied:

and

exp(-BpR)<<l, (6)

where e means <o_v>DT/mDC . The relation (6) reduces to

PR>1/B. (7)

The above conditions of (5) and (7) are satisfied for the case
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of N=4.5xlO cm , provided B is assumed to be 0.5 and <q v> __/

<£V>D is evaluated by < o v>DD/<or v >__ at T.=300keV. Then B

obtained through eq.(4) is almost same with B calculated by

the simulation code.

5. Conclusions

The tritium breeding is accomplished in the hybrid

pellet, if the following two conditions are satisfied: 1) The

amount of tritium initially stored in the pellet is so small in

comparison with the amount of deuterium that the tritium

produced by DD reactions is more than the tritium initially

stored in the pellet. 2) The amount of tritium does not

decrease much by secondary DT reactions if the pellet has a

very high temperature and a very high PR. It is because DT

reaction rate decreases as the ion temperature T. increases

above 70keV. Figure 2 shows that the ion temperature of the DT

fuel is beyond 70KeV at t=4.3psec. Reaction rate of DT at T.

=500keV is less by the order of approximately one-half in

comparison with that at T.=70keV. On the contrary, the DD

reaction rate increases as the ion temperature increases. The

fuel keeps a high ion temperature untill t=14.9psec and then it

expands outward. Expansion reduces the ion temperature as well

as the fuel number density. Thus the tritium ceases to react.

The tritium breeding is realized through the processes

mentioned above. As Table 1 points out, the secondary DT

reactions play an important role on extracting a large amount

of the output fusion energy from the pellet because E D >EDT .

In conclusion, the DT-DD hybrid pellet with N>4.5xl0 cm
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(pR>26gcm ) and f_ >10 secures the tritium breeding in the

pellet and supply the enough outout energy as a practical

fusion reactor.
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Table Caption

Table 1. Numerical Results.

Figure Captions

Fig.l. Radial profiles of the ion temperature T. and the

number density N of the fuel at the time t=0.0psec.

Fig.2. Radial profiles of the ion temperature T. (dotted

lines) and the number density N (continuous lines) of

the fuel at t=0.0, 4.3, 11.6, 14.9, 2-J-3 and 76.7psec
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for N=4.5xl026cm~3 and fT~
1=10.

Fig.3. The temporal behaviour of the tritium breeding factor

Br for N=4.5xl026cm"3 and fT"
1=10. The dotted line

shows the critical value of the tritium breeding factor

(Br=l).

Fig.4. Br versus f̂ ,"1 for N=4.5xl026cm~3 and N=2.3xl026cm"3.
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N=A.5*1O26CM 3

ff1

10
16
20
30

Io
2.18
1.53
1.31
1.02

EDT
2406
2240
2181
2092

EDO

979
1014
1026
1040

EDTO

1306
816
653
435

Tro
2.31
1.44
1.15
0.77

r
2.21
1.78
1.65
1.48

N = 2.3*1O26 CM"3

10
16
20
30

Io
1.09
0.77
0.66
0.51

EDT

823
699
653
582

too
261
262
255
245

EDTO

653
408
326
218

Tro
1.15
0.72
0.58
0.38

Tr
0.80
0.59
0.50
0.39

IO ,EDT,EDD,EDTO ( M J )

Tro,Tr ( m g )

TABLE 1.
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